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1. DEVELOPMENT AIMS
The proposals for Nottingham Station have the objective of delivering a world
class transport interchange and new business hub for the city. They represent
a development of regional importance. The aims are :
• To implement a comprehensive improvement of the Station and its
environs
• To ensure the Station becomes a welcoming gateway to the city,
conurbation and region
• To provide for a significant increase in passenger numbers and to fully
incorporate the proposed Nottingham Express Transit (NET) extensions
• To maximise the opportunities available for transport interchange and
improvements to the public realm
• To add to the vitality and vibrancy of the area by encouraging mixed use
commercial development
• To ensure a co-ordinated development approach to the future
development of the area
• To ensure development respects the Station’s heritage and listed status
• To act as a catalyst for regeneration in the Southside and to help
re-connect the city centre to The Meadows and Trent Bridge

2. SITE CONTEXT
Nottingham Station is one of the principal gateways into the city. Over five
million passengers use the Station each year and this figure is expected to
increase significantly over the next 10 to 20 years.
The Brief site is bounded by Station Street to the north, Queens Road to the
south, London Road to the east and Carrington Street to the west. It lies at the
heart of the Southside regeneration zone. See plan 1.
Carrington Street forms an important pedestrian and bus route into the city
centre. A high boundary wall to the Carrington Street railway overbridge is
directly opposite the Station frontage to the west. This high solid wall
obstructs views of trains arriving and departing the Station and limits views of
landmark buildings to the west such as the Inland Revenue building and
Nottingham Castle.
Queens Road forms part of the Southern Relief Route taking traffic around the
south of the city centre. It is largely flanked by imposing former industrial
buildings.
The imposing Capital One buildings on Station Street provide a high quality
frontage, albeit one with limited ground floor active uses, to the northside
along the majority of Station Street. Three storey Victorian properties and the
remains of the railway viaduct on which sits the terminus station of the

Nottingham Express Transit (NET) Line One form the remainder of the Station
street boundary to the north.
The Island Site with new office and commercial development and the leisure
development within the former Low Level Station is to the east on the
opposite side of London Road.
Broad Marsh shopping centre which currently presents a solid and
unattractive visual barrier when approaching the city centre along Carrington
Street from the south is to be redeveloped, reinstating the direct pedestrian
route to the central core.
Arkwright Street to the south of the Station once provided an active retail
street from the city centre to Trent Bridge and the river. Proposals to reinstate
this direct pedestrian link are included in the Meadows Gateway (formally
called Arkwright Street Triangle) Development Brief.
3. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF STATION SITE
A full description of the Station buildings is contained in the emerging Station
Conservation Plan.
The present Station was constructed facing onto Carrington Street in 1904.
The Station is single story with a symmetrical front and landmark central
domed clock tower. The main Station entrance, port cochere and booking hall
directly front Carrington Street. Passenger access to the platforms, located at
a lower level, is via lifts and stairs. There are two large island platforms and a
separate smaller platform to the south. The two large island platforms have
canopies and platform buildings which are used as office accommodation and
for passenger waiting and refreshment facilities. The platforms are connected
via a footbridge which links from the Station car park on Queens Road and
provides access to both Station Street and, via a new bridge link, to the new
NET stop at Station Street.
There are three other surviving contemporary Station buildings on the site.
The British Transport Police Station building close to the junction of Queens
Road and Carrington Street, the former Cabman’s Shelter immediately west
of the Police Station, and the office building Forward House which fronts
Station Street towards the eastern part of the Station curtilage.
The Nottingham Station complex of buildings are all listed Grade 2 and the
whole complex sits centrally within the Station Conservation Area.
A pair of modern purpose built conventional warehousing units at the corner
of Queens Road and London Road are the only part of the Brief site that lies
outside the ownership of Network Rail.

4. PLANNING POLICY CONTEXT
The Nottingham Local Plan Review identifies the Southside Regeneration
Area, which contains Nottingham Station at its centre, as having the potential
to become a vibrant extension of the city centre and a gateway to the city from
the south, reinforcing the revitalisation of The Meadows and centred around
the proposed Station transport hub.
The Plan proposes the development of a public transport interchange at the
Station and encourages mixed use redevelopment within the Southside
focusing on commercial activity including opportunities for residential, hotels,
B1 business use, retail and leisure.
The Local Plan Review allocates the Brief site for a Mixed Use Development
in Policy MU3.5. The Plan also allocates the Station as a new Public
Transport Interchange in Policy T9 and safeguards the alignment for the
proposed extension of NET across the Station in Policy T6.
Interim Planning Guidance has been prepared and agreed for the Southside
Regeneration Area. This provides the context for the preparation of individual
development briefs such as this.
A Station Conservation Plan has also been produced which identifies the
principal architectural features of the Station complex of buildings.
5. INTERCHANGE PROPOSALS
Station Interchange
The development of the Station interchange involves :
• Providing for additional platform capacity
• Improving or extending passenger facilities including information, ticket
office, waiting areas, toilets, retail and catering
• Providing direct access for bus and NET passengers
• Improving access for pedestrians, cyclists, taxis and car drop off/pick up
• Providing additional car parking
Central to the proposals is the provision of a new high level NET interchange
stop directly linked to the concourse of the Station. This involves moving
vehicular access and servicing from Carrington Street to new facilities on
Queens Road. Carrington Street would then become a pedestrian priority
street with bus stops relocated immediately outside the Station. The imposing
porte cochere would be freed up to provide additional passenger facilities.
The interchange proposals include four major new build elements and
associated incremental improvements as listed below.
Extended Concourse and Service Building
A new building adjacent to the existing porte cochere at the Carrington
Street/Queens Road corner will be required. It will replace the existing British
Transport Police Station building. The new building will house concourse level

retail/station facilities which directly link into the porte cochere and will have
offices above. It will also contain the enlarged Station service area, service
lifts, corridors and stairs. A plant compound can be provided at roof level.
The new building must be designed to respect and respond to the setting and
character of the adjacent porte cochere. The design should take reference
from the existing Station frontage to enable the building to be incorporated in
a simple and contemporary manner. The cladding, materials, proportions and
massing will all relate to the existing. The roof level plant compound should be
screened by the building perimeter.
New Concourse To Queens Road
The new Queens Road concourse will house the horizontal and vertical
passenger circulation between the main Station buildings and the new NET
stop and the multi storey car park with its taxi rank, vehicle drop off and
circulation area below. At ground floor level direct pedestrian access from
Queens Road will be available into what will become a new lower level
concourse where lifts stairs and escalators will provide access to the upper
level. At first floor level the building will extend from the existing Station
dispersal bridge up to the new NET stop and provide the passenger route into
the new retail/station facilities to be accommodated at existing Station
concourse level and through into the porte cohere.
The new Queens Road concourse should be designed with high transparency
to release movement and activity both within and to the trains and platforms
beyond. A two storey void will provide views to and from the various
connected areas. A predominantly steel and glass structure is envisaged,
designed as a neutral block framing the new NET stop and its canopy to the
east.
The Multi Storey Car Park
The multi storey car park immediately east of the NET stop and fronting
Queens Road will provide long and short stay parking for around 800 cars.
The covered area below the car park footprint houses the taxi pick up and
drop off, the private car drop off and the taxi rank. On Queens Road a
potential commercial development will mask almost half of the car park
façade. Direct pedestrian access across to the NET stop is envisaged from
level one of the car park. Once the multi storey car park is built the public right
of way from Queens Road across to Station Street using the existing
footbridge will be closed.
The external treatment of the multi storey car park must be of high quality and
design as it is a highly visible element to both Queens Road and the Station
platforms. The façade of the car park should not be blank or monotonous and
the overall design should form a landmark building that enhances the skyline.
It should provide a neutral, simple design to frame the new NET stop and
canopy to the west.

The NET Viaduct and Stop
The NET viaduct follows the high level alignment of the former Great Central
Railway and will include a new Station interchange NET stop located over
Platform 6. Pedestrian access will be provided across the new viaduct directly
linking Queens Road with the current NET stop at Station Street.
The NET stop and viaduct should be of a contemporary and lightweight
design. The NET stop and its canopy offer an opportunity to create a
landmark structure at the interchange on Queens Road. Neutral and simply
designed new buildings on either side will frame what is envisaged as an
iconic NET stop canopy which should appear as a long, thin dart like structure
tapering to a point at Queens Road. It should signify a major point of arrival.
Other Incremental Improvements
In addition to secure the overall Station improvements other relatively minor
but important works such as stairs to Platform 6, new lift and canopies, and
new platform accommodation will be required. The railway safeguarding
allows Platform 7 to be built in time when passenger demand dictates.
New commercial opportunities will also become available within the extended
Station concourse and within the porte cochere as existing Station activities
are rationalised. Some new elements, for example within an enclosed porte
cochere may generate spectacular results in architectural terms but most will
be discrete and respectful. The Station Conservation Plan will help to guide
the detailed design of those interventions necessary to secure the incremental
improvements set out above .
The Station upgrade works will provide the opportunity to re-instate missing
details and components and to make good inappropriate alterations to the
historic Station fabric.
6. COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENTS
There are three development sites within the Brief area as listed below.
Active frontages at ground floor level with retail, leisure and similar uses will
be encouraged to contribute to a sense of vibrancy and life in surrounding
streets. Entrances and receptions to ground floor B1 office development o r to
offices on upper floors above other uses can also help maintain active
frontages.
A demonstration of the effect of massing and design (for example using photo
montage/computer modelling/physical models) on the appearance of the
surrounding area will be required as part of the submission for any
development proposal.
North East Development
This site lies at the corner of Station Street and London Road. Mixed use
development with parking below is envisaged. It includes the site currently

occupied by Forward House. Building heights can increase towards London
Road and could range from four to nine storeys above the parking areas.
Elevations, built up to the pavement edge, will need to be attractively
modelled and carefully articulated in order to provide visual interest.
South East Development Site
This site lies at the corner of Queens Road and London Road. Mixed use
development with parking below is envisaged. Building heights could range
from four to five storeys to the west up to ten to eleven storeys at potential
penthouse house level towards London Road. Elevations, built up to the
pavement edge, will need to be attractively modelled and carefully articulated
in order to provide visual interest.
Commercial Block Adjacent to Multi Storey Car Park
This block lies immediately adjacent to the multi storey car park fronting
Queens Road. A five storey development is envisaged corresponding to the
height of the multi storey car park. The building should incorporate well
proportioned and visually interesting fenestration to Queens Road.
7. LAND USES
On the development sites included within the Brief mixed use developments
will be encouraged. The following uses are considered to be appropriate :
•

•
•
•
•

Residential (Class C3) - uses at high density to reflect the sites proximity
to the city centre and good public transport links. The provision of new
housing should include a mixture of house types, sizes and affordability.
Any development comprising 25 units or more will be required to provide a
minimum of 20% affo rdable dwellings, either on site or by financial
contribution.
Business (Class B1) - high density development will be encouraged to
reinforce the Brief site’s potential to become a business destination in its
own right.
Food and Drink (Class A3) and Retail (Class A1) - showrooms or small
scale food and drink or retail units ancillary to the main uses to add vitality
to ground floor frontages.
Leisure (Class D2) - health or leisure complex.
Hotel (Class C1)

8. PHASING
Comprehensive development in terms of avoiding a piecemeal and uncoordinated development approach within the Brief site is required. However, it
is recognised that elements of the transport interchange and development
scheme, for example the multi storey car park, could be implemented on an
incremental basis without prejudicing an overall comprehensive scheme. A
scheme which can be constructed in discrete phases would be less disruptive
to both the city centre as a whole and to railway operations. Incremental
development will therefore be considered where such individual components
can be shown to pay full regard to the overall urban design principles

contained in this Brief and do not prejudice the City Council’s wider
aspirations for both the Brief site and the Southside Regeneration Area.
A detailed phasing plan will be required showing the impact of construction on
pedestrian routes, highways and railway operations at the Station.
9. HERITAGE
The City Council has prepared a Station Conservation Plan in consultation
with English Heritage. The Plan identifies the principal architectural features of
the Station and outlines policies to help ensure that future development is
carried out in a sensitive and sympathetic manner that respects the original
fabric and architecture of the buildings.
The Conservation Plan provides an improved basis of understanding of the
significance of the Station complex and has guided the development of the
Station Masterplan proposals and this Brief.
Policies in the Conservation Plan presume against any unjustified loss or
erosion of the historic building fabric and propose that where new buildings
and structures are proposed these should be of a high quality, contemporary
design that reflects the existing scale, height, mass and materials of the
existing complex of Station buildings.
The Conservation Plan also promotes positive conservation by encouraging
the repair of those parts of the existing Station complex which have been
neglected or altered inappropriately using matching materials and suitable
conservation techniques.
9. TRANSPORT
Railway Safeguarding
A railway safeguarding envelope has been fixed following discussions with
Network Rail and the Strategic Rail Authority. The safeguarding line is shown
on plan 2 To the north the safeguarding allows Platform 1 to be retained as a
through platform. To the south the safeguarding allows for an additional
platform (Platform 7) to be provided as a through platform to meet future
increases in passenger capacity. All developments at the Station will be
expected to adhere to these safeguarding lines and observe all other normal
railway industry procedures with respect to the development of railway land.
Highways
Carrington Street will have improved bus priority and bus stops will be sited
directly outside the Station to aid interchange.
The role of the Southern Relief Route as the principal city centre inner relief
road to the south will be reinforced by the Station development proposals. As
part of the Station proposals set out in this Brief Queens Road becomes the
main vehicular access route into the Station. Significant works to Queens

Road will be required to accommodate the traffic associated with the
proposals contained in the Brief. These include the widening of Queens Road
to provide four traffic lanes plus turning lanes. A new junction will be required
on Queens Road, opposite Summer Leys Lane, which will give access to the
multi storey car park and development sites to the immediate west and east.
A new service access for the Station is also proposed from Queens Road to
the new off-street service yard on the approximate site of the current British
Transport Police Station.
Vehicular access to the development site at the north east corner of the Brief
site will be via Station Street.
NET
The proposed NET extension will cross the Station at high level on a new
viaduct which follows the alignment of the former Great Central Railway. The
new NET stop will provide direct interchange with the Station via the new link
building which extends the Station concourse.
Pedestrians
The principal pedestrian access to the Station will be from Carrington Street
through the porte cochere. Additional pedestrian access will be from Queens
Road via the new low level concourse and from Station Street via the existing
footbridge.
Once the NET viaduct is constructed across the Station to accommodate NET
extensions pedestrians will also be able to walk along the viaduct from the
existing Station Street tram stop over to the new NET and Station interchange
stop and down to Queens Road.
Access arrangements will be designed in such a way such that the Station
can operate as a “closed station” for revenue protection purposes.
The footpaths in Station Street, London Road, Queens Road and Carrington
Street will be re-modelled and upgraded with quality materials to complement
the Station development proposals. A consistent approach to materials, street
furniture, lighting and signing will be undertaken. Carrington Street will
become bus and pedestrian priority to form part of a much more legible, safe
and direct link between the city centre and The Meadows and on to Trent
Bridge.
Cyclists
Cycle parking, including lockers, should be provided as part of all the
developments set out in this brief. Possible locations for cycle parking
associated with the Station include the Milk Dock area accessed from Station
Street or within the multi storey car park accessed from Queens Road.
Car Parking
The new multi storey car park accessed from the new junction on Queens
Road will provide around 800 car parking spaces. It will also accommodate
cycle and motorcycle parking. The ground floor covered area below the multi

storey car park houses the taxi pick up and drop off, the private car drop off
and the taxi rank.
In the short to medium term Station staff car parking could take place in the
area within the railway safeguarding zone for Platform 7 below the multi
storey car park where around 70 staff car parking spaces could be provided.
Public parking within the multi storey car park should be managed for the
benefit of rail users, shoppers and visitors in accordance with a planning
agreement.
Car parking provision can also be made at ground level below the
developments proposed at the north east and south east corners of the Brief
site.
Car parking associated with all the developments on the Brief site should be
at or below the maximum parking levels as set out in the Nottingham Local
Plan Review.
Taxis
Taxis and Private Hire vehicles will enter the Station via the new junction on
Queens Road. This gives access to a new taxi rank and subsequently to the
pick up zone and to the drop off area. All these movements take place under
cover of the multi storey car park. Taxis exit onto Queens Road via a left turn
out only.
10. SUSTAINABILITY AND VIABIL ITY
A sustainable approach to site planning and building design will be expected
as detailed in the “Guidance for Industrial, Commercial and Retail
Development”, “Design Guide for Community Safety in Residential Areas” and
the “Sustainability Checklist”, all produced by the City Council. Planning and
design should include consideration of :
•
•
•

The conservation of energy - for example by considering passive
ventilation and cooling and solar power generation;
The conservation of resources - for example by choosing local materials
and those which have a long life and/or are recyclable (see also “The
Green Guide to Specification” ISBN 0-632-05961-3); and
The building design to allow future adaptability and re-use - for example by
utilising a shallow plan built form.

Use of the energy (heat, steam and electricity) generated via the Nottingham
District Heating Scheme will be encouraged.
Diversion, as may be necessary of the Scheme’s pipes and cables, which
cross the Brief site at the far eastern end, would have to be contained within
the proposed development of that area of the site and incorporated within the
design and construction of that site.

All buildings should be tested against the appropriate Building Research
Establishment’s Environmental Assessment Method (BREEAM) to maximise
the potential for recycling and energy efficiency.
In the interests of the economic well being of nearby communities, the City
Council will seek to maximise the training and employment opportunities
arising from the redevelopment process. These matters are covered in the
City Council’s “Code of Practice for Employment and Training”.
11. COMMUNITY SAFETY
The design and management of the development and associated public realm
should pay particular attention to community safety issues and designing out
the potential for crime.
The design should reinforce the informal surveillance of the public realm, with
window and door openings situated along the street at a height that allows
views into and out of buildings complemented by good le vels of lighting and
active uses. Safety within car parks and at cycle parking and taxi facilities can
be enhanced with the introduction of CCTV for example. With respect to the
car park regard should be had to the standards established in the Safer Car
Parks Award guidelines.
Within the Station regard should be taken of advice contained in the
document “Secure Station Scheme - Guidelines for Operators” published by
Crime Concern jointly with the Department of Transport. Indeed the objective
should be to ensure that the enlarged and improved Station meets the
qualifying criteria for Secure Station status.
Early contact with both the Police Architectural Liaison Officer and the British
Transport Police Crime Prevention Officer is recommended.
The requirements of the Transport Security Directorate (TRANSEC) of the
Department of Transport in respect of railway station security must be
followed.
12. POLLUTION CONTROL
Air Quality
The developer shall have regard to Local Air Quality Management and the
proximity and implications of Air Quality Management Areas. The developer
may be required to assess the air quality impact of aspects of the
development.
Contaminated Land
A site history and Stage 1 Desktop study has been carried out for the Station
site (Report reference 131193 January 2004). Earliest digital map records
available (1879-90) show the northern part of the Brief site as a railway station
(Midland Station). The southern part of the site contained a sawmill, iron

foundry, engineering works and wagon works. In view of the previous
industrial uses of the site, any redevelopment anywhere on the site is likely to
require contaminated land surveys followed by any necessary remediation to
a standard suitable for use. Planners/developers should be aware of and
adopt the Phase I – Phase II – Phase III Site investigation procedures as
described in the leaflet “Developing Land Within Nottinghamshire, available
from the City Council Pollution Control Section or at
www.nottinghamcity.gov.uk/coun/department/des/publicprotection/pollutionco
ntrol/contaminated.asp
Noise and Vibration
The developer shall have regard to the potential impact of noise/vibration
levels from heavy/light rail and road transport on the proposed development
and uses and “design-in” suitable mitigation measures.
Further advice can be obtained from the City Council’s Pollution Control
Section tel : 0115 9156410

13. ARCHAEOLOGICAL CONSTRAINTS
The eastern edge of the Brief site falls within a defined archaeological
constraints area. Planning proposals should therefore be accompanied by an
assessment to evaluate archaeological significance and determine what, if
any, action may be required as a result of the assessment.
14. DEVELOPER CONTRIBUTIONS
Where housing development is proposed as part of a mixed use development,
an element of on-site affordable housing would be appropriate. If this is not
possible a commuted sum in lieu of on-site provision would be required in
accordance with the City Council’s supplementary planning guidance.
Improvements to the public realm surrounding the Brief site could also attract
a commuted sum in lieu of on-site open space provision.
A developer contribution towards the development of Station enhancements
necessary to secure the improved public transport interchange will also be
required.
A draft Section 106 agreement (Section 106 of the Town and Country
Planning Act 1990) should be submitted with the planning application.
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